Maywood Center for Enriched Studies (MaCES) Magnet
Grades 6-12 Join the Wolfpack family!
Recruiting collaborative, innovative, passionate educators
for the 2021-22 School year

Positions Available:
• Secondary MATH Teacher

About MaCES Magnet School: This school opened in 2017 as a full magnet campus and now has an enrollment of 1,275 students in the City of Maywood in the Southeast part of LA Unified. As a Center for Enriched Studies Magnet School, we provide students in grades 6th through 12th with a rigorous curriculum through a humanistic school environment and personalization between teachers, students and parents. Courses are aligned to develop academic abilities, artistic talents, leadership and athletic skills. We offer a rigorous instructional program that encourages cooperative learning, integrates project-based assignments, and emphasizes creative and critical thinking in all disciplines. We offer a wide range of elective pathways including instrumental music, general music, art, robotics, and computer science. Every student has a Chromebook device and internet access at school and at home through grant providers.

Salary: Teacher Preparation Salary Table C-Basis (see www.teachinla.com )

Minimum Requirements: All LAUSD minimum requirements must be met in order to be assigned at MaCES Magnet. All candidates must be cleared and processed for eligibility by LAUSD Human Resources.

Desirable Qualifications:
• Creative problem-solver with a growth mindset as it pertains to personal and professional learning and student achievement.
• Ability to work effectively and collaboratively with teachers, parents, and administrators, and with all racial, ethnic, linguistic, disability, and socioeconomic groups.
• Poised, tactful, demonstrates good judgment, and commitment to the education of all students.
• Excited about engaging our community through articulation events, academic fairs, science/math/literacy nights, and more.
• Commitment to using and leveraging educational technology with students and colleagues.
• A strong desire to connect classroom teaching and learning to real world applications using technology.
• A commitment to the continued development and implementation of effective instructional methodologies and effective research-based strategies to promote achievement for diverse learners.
• Committed to using mastery based teaching and grading approach of Mastery Learning and Grading including Schoology as a platform for communicating progress, grades, and implementing personalized learning.
• Ability to use technology and access data to inform instruction, including MyData, MiSIS, and other District reporting and tracking systems.

Application Procedures:
Interested applicants must submit a current resume and a letter of intent for desired position. Letters of recommendation are required. All application materials must be sent electronically to Gabriel Duran, Principal at gduran@lausd.net In the email subject line please indicate the following: “Time Sensitive – Teacher Application”.

To learn more about our school, please visit our website: http://www.macesmagnet.org/
You can also check out our Instagram account to see first-hand our school life and on also on TWITTER @MACESmagnet
If you have any questions, please email Principal Gabriel Duran at gduran@lausd.net Thank you very much for your time and interest in joining our school community.

DEADLINE: Ongoing until filled.